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Abstract 

This contribution addresses the following issues: i) the structural identification of adverb posi-
tions (adjoined, embedded or in Spec-positions); ii) interface conditions for adverbs (syntax-
semantic interface); iii) serialization patterns of adverbs (post- vs. pre-head order). 

 First, it is argued that important empirical generalizations are missed if adverbials are assigned 
to spec-positions of functional heads. This paper defends the claim that non-selected adverbials 
are either adjoined or embedded, depending on the relation to the head of the containing phrase: 
They are adjoined if they precede the head of the containing phrase. They are embedded if they 
follow the head of the containing phrase. Second, the relative order of adverbials is character-
ized as an interface effect of the mapping of syntactic domains on type domains in the structure 
of the semantic representation.  Third, the differences in the pre- and post-head serialization pat-
terns of adverbials that apparently support an adjunction analysis are reconciled with an embed-
ding analysis.    

 

1. Introduction & overview 
What is uncontroversial about adverbials is that their grammatical status is controversial: 
Within the syntax community there is disagreement on basic theoretical issues of the syntactic 
status of adverbials, despite their ubiquity as linguistic phenomena. Among the basic but yet 
insufficiently understood and therefore controversial issues are: 

i) What is a (potential) structural position for an adverb in terms of phrase structure? 

ii) What determines the basic order relations in relation to the headedness parameterization? 

iii) What is the adequate characterization of the syntax-semantics interface w.r.t. adverbials? 

As for the first question, there are three options. An adverbial is analyzed either as an adjunct 
or as a specifier. In the latter case, an adverb is considered a phrase in the spec-position of a 
functional head. In the former case, adverbials are commonly taken to be phrases adjoined to 
lexical or functional projections.1  Larson (1988) suggested an additional possibility. Adverbs 
may be embedded in lexical projections. The discussion of adverbs usually focuses on their 
distribution in clauses, but clauses are not  the only domain for adverbs. DP- and AP-internal 
occurrences of adverbials must be taken into consideration as well, especially because they 
constitute counterevidence for current proposals. I will provide reason and evidence for the 
claim that spec-F analyses for adverbials fail to cover relevant empirical facts and that, infor-
mally, the positioning of adverbials is best characterized by a metaphor drawn from traffic: 
Syntactically, there are no reserved parking lot for an adverbial. It may be parked wherever 
this is not explicitly forbidden by syntactic structure constraints. But the actual site must suit 
the interface conditions for domain mapping. This ascribes distribution restrictions to the in-
terpretation conditions of a given adverbial. It may turn out, however, that just one out of sev-
eral structural options meets the limited interpretation potential of a given adverbial.  

                                                           
1  Aoun & Li (1993) assert that temporal, locative, and manner adverbials are VP-adjuncts, whereas reason ad-
verbials are IP-adjuncts. 
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As for headedness, there seems to hold the following descriptive generalization: The order of 
adverbials that precede the (head of the containing) phrase is a mirror image of the order of 
adverbials that follow a head. A straightforward but empirically not fully adequate account for 
this generalization is an account in terms of adjunction to the left vs. to the right, which yields 
this effect if the relative hierarchy is conserved for each adverb (cf. 1a). However, there are 
conflictiing data that support an analysis with the structures indicated in (1b), that is, a purely 
right-branching structure:2 

(1) a. [XP A [B [C [XP]]]]  vs. [XP[[[XP] C] B] A] 

b. [XP ... A ... [ ... B ... [ ... C... [... x°]]]] vs. [XP ... x° [... C ... [ ... B ... [ ... A ... ]]]] 

The c-command relations in (1b) coincide with the left-to-right order relations. Of course, this 
is incompatible with adjunction to the right, and with the interpretation of the evidence ad-
duced for adjunction to the right. That this is in fact a welcome result will be pointed out in 
detail below. The puzzling aspect for this analysis is the search for an adequate account of the 
mirror image order w.r.t. the head of the containing phrase.  

Eventually, the interface properties resulting from licensing conditions for adverbials are ex-
plored. A straightforward account of the relative order and distribution of adverbials should 
be the result of an economic division of labor between structural conditions and semantic 
mapping requirements at the syntax-semantics interface.  The claim to be defended is this: 
The (language specific) clause structure determines what is a potential adverbial slot. The 
interpretation, and  consequently the relative order, of adverbials is a function of the semanti-
cally determined compositionality domains. Syntactic order reflects the respective c-com-
mand domains. These are mapped on semantic domains. Adverbial order reflects the domain-
specific interpretation requirements for adverbials as a function of  their semantic type (see 
also Ernst 1984, Haider 1998, Svenonius 1998). The exceptionality of the extraposition do-
main will be derived from a difference in semantic compositionality. 

 

2. Adverbials in OV and VO:  facts to be covered 
In this section, three aspects will be highlighted that are crucial for an adequate analysis of the 
syntax of adverbials: (i) relative inverse order patterns modulo headedness, (ii) edge effects 
for intermediate modifiers in head-initial projections, (iii) the possibility of adverb stacking, 
and finally (iv), the parallels between adverbs and attributes in terms of order relations. 

As for adverb ordering, it is handbook knowledge (see Quirk et als. 19854th: §8.87) that the 
sequence of post-VP adverbials in English obeys the order preference give in (2a), illustrated 
by (3a). The German order of adverbials preceding the verb is given in (2b), and illustrated by 
(3b). It is representative for Dutch as well. 

(2) a. V° – respect < process  < space < time   (in VO, as e.g. English) 
 b. time < space <  process  < respect – V° (in OV, as e.g. German, Dutch, ...) 
 

(3) a. She has worked  [respect  on her hobby] [process with great care] [space  in the garden]  
  [time the whole time] [time today]  
 b. Sie hat [time heute] [time die ganze Zeit] [space im Garten] [space mit großer Sorgfalt] 
   [respect  an ihrem Steckenpferd] gearbeitet  (= 3a) 

                                                           
2  This is in accordance with a universal constraint on structures proposed and defended in Haider (1992,  1993, 
1994, 1997a, 1997c):  Projections are rightbranching. 
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In the same paragraph, Quirk et al. (1985: 566) note that the clause initial adverbials “tend to 
be in the reverse order to that observed at E”, that is clause-finally. But in fact, what they say 
is that the order is the same, namely ‘space \ time’ vs. ‘time \ space’, as in (4a,b). However, 
in this context, the relative order pattern is not significant, since at least one of the clause ini-
tial adverbials may be topicalized. 

(4) a. In America, after the election, trade began to improve 

 b. Trade began to improve in America after the election 

The preferred order of extraposed adverbials in German mirrors the order of preverbal adver-
bials and the pattern is the same as in English, namely ‘space \ time’ for extraposed adver-
bials. 

(5) a. Das Geld wurde gefunden [wo er es versteckt hatte] [noch ehe er es entfernen konnte] 

     the money was found [where he had concealed it]  [before he could remove it] 

 b.?Das Geld wurde gefunden [noch ehe er es entfernen konnte] [wo er es versteckt hatte] 

 c. Er hatte sich aufgehalten [hier (in diesem Waldstück)] [bis zum Kriegsende] 

          he had stayed [here (in these wood land)] [till the end of the war] 

 d.?Er hatte sich aufgehalten [bis zum Kriegsende] [hier *(in diesem Waldstück)] 

      he had stayed [till the end of the war] [here *(in these wood land)]  

The judgements are getting sharper if, as in the case of DP-internal adverbials in (6), a relative 
clause is interspersed. This is not a DP-specific phenomenon, however. It can be replicated 
for clauses as well, with extraposed adverbials and an argument clause or a relative clause 
interspersed, as illustrated by (7).  

(6) a.  (?) Der Knall [im Keller] der mich noch beschäftigt [letzten Sonntag] war harmlos 

 the crack [in the basement], that that still occupies me [last Sunday] was harmless 

 b.*[Der Knall [letzten Sonntag] der mich noch beschäftigt [im Keller] war harmlos 

 the crack[last Sunday] that that still occupies me [in the basement] was harmless 

(7) a.(?)Man hat ja berichtet, in allen Tageszeitungen, wie man  sich verhalten soll, schon 

        lange vor dem Sommer. 

        they have PRT reported in every newspaper how one should behave oneself, even 

         long befor the summer  

 b.*Man hat ja berichtet, schon lange vor dem Sommer, wie man  sich verhalten soll, 

         in allen Tageszeitungen. 

 c.  Man hat Bücher gefunden, in einer Schachtel,  die keiner vermisst hatte, 

         als man die Bibliothek renovierte. 

      They have books found in a box that noone had missed, 
        when the library was renovated  [n.b.: time of renovating is time of finding] 
 d. *Man hat Bücher gefunden, als man die Bibliothek renovierte, die keiner 
        vermisst hatte, in einer Schachtel. 

So, the reverse pattern of relative order modulo headedness holds also within VO languages 
as well as within OV languages. It should be born in mind, however, that the postverbal ad-
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verbials in OV-languages are extraposed and that there are non-extraposable adverbials, as for 
instance manner adverbials, which therefore cannot appear postverbally in OV-languages. 
Upon closer scrutiny (see below section 5) it will be shown that the difference between extra-
posed and non-extraposed adverbials applies to postverbal adverbials in VO-languages, too. 

The next set of data illustrates an ‚edge effect‘ (see 8) typical for adjunction structures. It is 
important for the evaluation of competing theoretical accounts to keep in mind that the ‚edge 
effect‘ is caused by (not yet fully understood) properties of head-initial structures:  

(8) a. He has [(much more) carefully (*than anyone else)] analyzed it 

   b. He has [(much less) often (*than I (thought))] rehearsed it 

 c. Er hat es [sehr viel sorfältiger als jeder andere] analysiert   (= a) 

 d. Er hat es [viel weniger oft als ich (dachte)] geprobt   (= b) 

 e. als niemand luider (dan Jan) kan roepen    [Dutch] 

    ‘if noone louder than Jan can shout’ 

 f. omdat ik het vel sneller (dan Jan (denkt)) in een zakje kan pakken 

     ‘since I it much faster (than Jan (thinks)) in a bag can pack’ 

Descriptively, the edge effect is the result of a constraint against post-head material in the 
preverbal adverbial projection. Material on the left is allowed but not on the right hand side of 
the adverbial head. Note, that his constraint is not an adjacency constraint for the heads of the 
VP- and the adverbial phrase, as (9) illustrates: 

(9) Surely, he has [(more) often (*than anyone else)] rudely criticized her 

The edge effect of adverbials should be seen in parallel with the edge effect of attributes in the 
NP-projection. (10c) is the example corresponding with (9). Note that there is an edge effect 
for adnominal attributes in German but not for adverbials since NPs are head initial but VPs 
are head final projections. Hence, the edge effect is not a language specific phenomenon but a 
projection specific one: It seems to be the side effect of adjunction to head initial projections. 

(10) a. eine [viel größere (*als ich dachte)] Summe 

     ‘a much bigger (*than I thought) sum’ 

 b. ein [unzufriedener (*damit)] Syntaktiker 

     ‘an unsatisfied (*it-with) syntactician’ 

 c. ein [viel schöneres (*als ich dachte)] (neues) Haus  

‘a [much-more beautiful (*than I thought)] (new) house’ 

The theoretical relevance of the edge effect phenomena is obvious: Edge effects are unknown 
for phrases in spec-positions, as e.g. phrases in Spec-C or Spec-I. So, an adjunction analysis 
of adverbials is compatible with an edge effect, but a spec-F analysis of adverbials is not. 

Stacking of adverbials in an adverbial cluster is the third challenge for a successful account of 
the syntax of adverbials. Adverbial clusters are easy to identify in a V2-language like Ger-
man, with spec-C as a testing site for constituent-hood. Note that in the examples (11) the 
adverb stack cannot be analyzed as a complementation structure: The compositional interpre-
tation of the ensuing  structure would be inadequate. This is particularly easy to see for (11b): 
‘on the floor under a cloth’ cannot mean that the floor is one under a cloth, like in ‘the dust 
under the cloth’. 
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(11) a. [Letztes Jahr im Juni an einem Sonntag kurz vor Mittag] rief er alle an              

     last year  in June on a Sunday shortly before noon he phoned all up 

 b. [In der Küche neben dem Tisch auf dem Boden unter einem Tuch] fand er es     

     in the kitchen beside the table on the floor under a cloth found he it 

 c. [Letztes Jahr im Juni an einem Sonntag in der Küche kurz vor Mittag neben dem Tisch 
auf dem Boden unter einem Tuch] fand er es                 [= adverbs of (a) + (b)] 

 d. [In zwei Tagen am  Strand wenn die Sonne untergeht] wirst du es sehen 

       in two days     at-the beach   when the sun sets            will you it see                   

(12)  Abends wegen des Staus hat er diesen Platz gemieden  

  ‘(in the) evening because of the (traffic) congestions has he this place avoided’ 

In (11), locative, time and conditional adverbials form a cluster in the so-called spec-C posi-
tion preceding the fronted finite verb. The example in (12) combines a time and a reason ad-
verbial. Clustering is constrained by the semantic type. The type of adverbials illustrated by 
(11) and (12) – event modifying ones – is the type that allows clustering. Process modifiers 
(manner adverbials) or proposition modifiers (sentence adverbials, frame adverbials) do not 
cluster, neither with adverbials of the same type nor with other types. 

An account of adverbial order is incomplete and misses a generalization if it does not cover 
the order relations of adnominal attributes, because they are to a certain extent identical. The 
relative order of the adjectival attributes in (13a) is the same as the order of adverbs in the 
attribute in (13b), and this is identical with the order of adverbs in the clause that paraphrases 
the adverbially modified attribute in (13b) and the iterated attributes in (13a). Permutations of 
the italicized elements in (13) are ungrammatical or meaning changing (due to changes in 
scope relations). 

(13)a. die gestrigen rechtzeitigen mehrfachen gründlichen Durchsuchungen der Räume 

     the of-yesterdayAGR timelyAGR repeatedAGR thoroughAGR searches of the rooms 

 b. die [gestern rechtzeitig mehrfach gründlich durchsuchten] Räume 

     the [yesterday timely    repeatedly thoroughly searched]     rooms 

 c. Man hat die Räume gestern rechtzeitig mehrfach gründlich durchsucht 

     they have the rooms yesterday timely repeatedly thoroughly searched 

Attributive constructions as in (13a) are well beyond the horizon of the current grammatical 
analyses of adjuncts. The ongoing discussion of the grammar of adverbials tends to focus on 
clauses and to disregard adverbials in other domains, like APs in (13b) and (14), or DPs in (7) 
and the grammar of adjuncts in a wider context, that includes adnominal attributes 

(14) a. der [vermutlich an seinem Arbeitsplatz immer höchst anständige] Kollege 

     the [presumably  at his work place        always extremely decent]  colleague 
 b. die [vielleicht tatsächlich jetzt hier noch nicht wirklich ganz reife] Banane 

      the [maybe     indeed       now here yet    not    really     fully  ripe]  banana 

The relevance of these contexts becomes acute for theories that tie the grammar of adverbials 
to the clause internal functional architecture. It cannot be taken for granted, however, that the 
functional projection structure of an attributive adjectival projection as in (14) is congruent 
with the architecture of a clause (especially w.r.t. features associated with tense, mood, as-
pect). The grammar of the adverbials, nevertheless, is the same. 
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3. On some mismatches between theories and  facts  
In this section, shortcomings of the two main approaches (viz. adverbs as spec-F inmates vs. 
adverbs as adjuncts) are first highlighted with respect to the empirical issues mentioned 
above. These are shown to be recalcitrant issues for the spec-F analysis of adverbials. But the 
alternative and more traditional adjunction analysis is not a viable option either. This will be 
demonstrated in section 3.2. 

3.1  SpecF-analyses 
In spec-F analyses, adverbials are taken to occur in the spec-position of adverbial functional 
projections. Analyses of this type have been argued for by Alexiadou (1994) and subsequently 
in a more extensive style by Cinque (1997). A Spec-F analysis is also implied by Kayne´s 
(1994) antisymmetry proposal: There is assumed to exist a cascade of  functional projections 
with silent F-heads on top of VP whose specs host the respective adverbials. The order of ad-
verbials in a clause thus reflects the nesting of functional projections. Since there must be a 
separate functional projection for each adverbial, whose semantics is identified with the se-
mantic value of the silent functional head, each adverbial gives rise to a functional projection. 
As for the phenomena mentioned above, it worthwhile emphasizing that the spec-F analysis is 
not ready to cope with them: The order patterns are predicted to be the exact opposite, edge 
effects are unexpected, stacking should not occur, and the scope of the proposal is too narrow. 

Let us start with the order patterns modulo headedness: In OV-languages, any adverb may 
occur in an intermediate position, that is, in the domain between C° and the base position of 
V°. For VO-languages, the picture is much more complicated, also because of the constraints 
on intermediate positions to be discussed in the following paragraphs. Let us focus on the 
inverse order patterns in VO:  In theory there are two possibilities, namely, these are either 
base positions or derived positions.  If they are base positions, then there must be either a cas-
cade of F-projections with specifiers on the right hand side or the VP must be raised to the left 
across the preceding adverbials. Each of these options is implausible: Specs on the right are 
incongruent with the X‘-system of a language in which all other specs are on the left. On the 
other hand, VP-movement to a position higher than the highest spec in the adverbial projec-
tion predicts opacity effects, but these are not detected. In fact, the lack of opacity effects un-
dermines the whole analysis for the following reason: If grammar theory has produced in-
sights into crosslinguistically valid invariants at all, the prime candidate is the opacity effect 
for constituents in spec positions. Extraction of subconstituents yields ungrammaticality. Ad-
verbial PPs are not opaque, however. 

(15) a.  Which housei did you leave the car at ei ? 

 b.  the car ei  that he left his coat in ei    (Quirk et als. 1985: 664) 

 c.  the day whichi/that she was born on ei  (Quirk et als. 1985: 1254) 

 d.*the day ei she was born in England on ei 

The lack of opacity is counterevidence both for the spec-analysis as well as for the adjunct-
analysis. A constituent in a spec-position is an extraction island (see 16b,c), and so is an ad-
joined position (16e). So, on the evidence of extraction data, the PPs in (15) are neither ad-
joined nor in spec. Topicalization, as in (16d,e), yields an island, in either an adjunction or a 
movement to spec analysis of topicalization. 

(16) a.  the constraint that it became difficult [to talk about e] 

 b.*the constraint that [talking about e] became difficult 
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 c.*Which kind of constraintsi did [talking about ei] become difficult ?  

 d. *Whoi did [to ei] she give it ?  

e. *the spot that/whichi he said [CP [on ei ] there will stand a huge tower] 

Edge effects are incompatible with a spec-analysis. Specs are positions for complete phrases. 
If intermediate adverbial positions are spec positions, then there is no way for a constraint on 
the structure of the spec constituent to apply. The edge effect described above (see 8) is clear 
counterevidence for a spec-analysis. Uncontroversial examples of spec-positions as spec-I or  
spec-C do not incur an edge constraint. Finally, the spec-analysis is silent on the correlation 
between the edge effect and the headedness of a projection. Interestingly, opacity and edge 
effect are ignored in current proposals although at least opacity is part of the standard reper-
toire of syntactic diagnostics for quite some time. 

Stacking, and in particular the topicalization of stacked adverbials is predicted to be unaccept-
able, since it is obviously ruled out by a spec-F analysis for adverbials. This is easy to demon-
strate. The topicalized stack is either a non-constituent chunk or it contains the trace of the 
finite verb. In both cases, the structure is ungrammatical: 

(17) a. [Gestern im Hörsaal als der Vortrag begann] hustete er wie verrückt  

     yesterday, in the lecture room, when the lecture started, coughed he like mad  

 b. Er hustete gestern im Hörsaal als der Vortrag begann wie verrückt 

In a spec-F analysis of adverbials, the sequence of adverbials in (17b) does not form a sepa-
rate constituent. It constitutes a section of the cascade of functional projections on top of VP. 
Of course, it cannot be simply clipped out and moved. The only possibility is that (17a) is the 
result of remnant topicalization: One possibility is that the VP is raised to a position higher 
than the adverbials and then the whole subtree with the trace of VP is moved. But here is the 
problem: The verb must move to the top-spec-position in the V2-clause. This will become 
impossible, however: The raised VP would be opaque for extraction. So VP must not be 
raised, but rather evacuated. In this case the topicalized phrase contains an empty VP with the 
traces of the evacuated elements, and in particular the trace of the finite verb. And this is un-
grammatical, too, as demonstrated by (18): 

(18) a. [Fehler zugegeben]i hat er noch nie ei 

      mistakes        admitted       has he never ever  

 b.*[Fehler zu-ej]i gabj er noch nie ei 

       [mistakes ad-ej] mittedj he never ever 

 c. Fehler gabj er noch nie zu-ej 

       mistakes mittedj he never ever ad-j 

V2-strands the particle of complex verbs with a so-called separable prefix. This is mimicked 
in the gloss of (18) by separating the verb admit etymologically. The unacceptability of (18b) 
is evidence for a crossover ungrammaticality: The trace of the fronted verb is not in the c-
command domain of the verb in the V2-position, if the VP that contains the trace is (part of) 
the topicalized constituent.  

Finally, the current spec-F analyses for adverbials are too narrow in their coverage. It is a 
shortcoming that the approach is tailored to the structure of the verbal projection and its func-
tional extensions, overlooking that there are other contexts (adverbials in APs, DPs)  that need 
to be covered. This is not a principled defect, but it rules out proposals that tie the functional 
cascade of adverbials too closely to the functional architecture of the clause. Another short-
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coming in the same vein is the ignorance of the parallels with adnominal attributes. This in-
cludes the edge effect, the order preferences among attributes or adverbials and the interface 
issue: In the spec-F analysis, the functional head of the adverbial projection is seen as the cru-
cial factor. It links the phrase in spec and it is semantically integrated. The comparison with 
attribution is revealing in this respect:   

(19) a. die [gestern noch richtige] Theorie 

     the [yesterday still correct] theory 

 b. Die Theorie stimmte gestern noch 

      the theory suited yesterday still 

 c. die gestrigen rechtzeitigen mehrfachen gründlichen Durchsuchungen der Räume 

     the of-yesterdayAGR timelyAGR repeatedAGR thoroughAGR searches of the rooms (= 13a) 

Let us assume for the sake of demonstration that a time adverbial like gestern (= yesterday) is 
in the spec of a functional projection. Then this projection should be part of the structure of 
(19a) and of (19b). The silent functional head of this projection is semantically typed and 
plays a role on LF.  In (19c) – this is (13a), repeated for convenience – there is an iteration of 
attributes that corresponds to the iteration of adverbs in an AP (see 13b) or a clause (see 13c). 
Each of these attributes agrees with the head of the NP and the DP in number, gender, and 
case features. So, if there are functional projections involved, these are functional projections 
of number, gender, or case, but not of adverbial functions. Nevertheless, the order (see 13) 
and interpretation (see 20) is the same.3 The four sentences in (20) are paraphrasing each 
other, Note that in (20c,d) attributes and adverbials are mixed. 

(20) a. [Die gestrige Diskussion] dauerte länger als die heutige 

[the yesterdayAGR discussion] lasted longer than the (of) todayAGR 

 b. [Die Diskussion gestern] dauerte länger als die heute 

      [the discussion yesterday] lasted longer than the (one) today 

 c. [Die Diskussion gestern] dauerte länger als die heutige 

      [the discussion yesterday] lasted longer than the (one) todayAGR 

 d. [Die gestrige Diskussion] dauerte länger als die heute 

[the yesterdayAGR discussion] lasted longer than the (one) today 

The comparison with attributes shows at least that the relative order among multiple occur-
rences of adverbials or attributes is semantically conditioned rather than structurally. 

3.2 Adjunction analyses 
Let us check now how adjunction analyses handle the phenomena under discussion.  At first 
glance, an adjunction analysis seems to provide straightforward accounts for the problematic 
cases: The mirror image order of pre- and post verbal adverbials is the immediate result of 
adjunction to the left or the right of a given constituent, let us say, a VP.   

(21) [A [B [VP .....] B] A] 

                                                           
3 The parallelism is noted also in Quirk et als. (1985: 457n): 

a. an apparent enemy – he is apparently an enemy 
b. a possible meeting – they will possibly meet 
c. a slight disagreement – they disagree slightly 
d. the current manager – she is currently the manager 
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The edge effect for intermediate modifiers in head-initial projections is not predicted, but it 
does not invalidate an adjunction account because – and this is a weak point – there has not 
yet been developed a detailed theory of adjunction. At least the parallel to NP-attribution 
points to the conclusion that the edge effect is a genuine adjunction phenomenon and should 
be captured by a principle of an adjunction theory. The possibility of adverb stacking modulo 
semantic interpretability is predicted: If adverbials are adjuncts, adjunction of adverbials to 
adverbials is possible. The result is an adverb stack. 

The adjunction approach is not fully adequate, though. It fails in crucial empirical respects: 
First it overgenerates, and secondly, the c-command relations it predicts are empirically falsi-
fiable. Overgeneration in VO-languages is easy to identify. All one needs to do for English, 
for instance, is to mirror (a sequence of) preverbal adverbials into a postverbal order. Some 
adverbials must not occur postverbally (22b),4 others cannot occur in intermediate positions 
(23a). Note, that the latter restriction is a subcase of the constraint that covers the edge effect. 

(22) a.   They could {probably / surprisingly / similarly} (not) find an adequate solution 

 b. * They could (not) find an adequate solution {probably / surprisingly / similarly} 

(23) a. *They {if it is necessary / without pants} jump into the pool 

 b. They jump into the pool {if it is necessary / without pants} 

If adverbials were simply adjoined to the appropriate projections, as indicated in (24), linear-
ity should not matter, given that adverbials are found on either side of a projection in VO-
languages (see 24). The respective hierarchical configurations would be met on either side, if 
required.  

(24) a. They have /extremely carefully/ examined the data /extremely carefully/ 
 b. They /very often/ tend to produce misleading accounts /very often/ 

(25) a. [XP Adv. [XP ...] ] 

 b. [XP [XP ...] Adv. ] 

For OV-languages, overgeneration effects will arise in the postverbal, that is clause final, po-
sition. This is the extraposition area, and adverbs are not generally extraposable, as illustrated 
in (26). But, if adverbs were simply adjoined, adverbs that adjoin to higher functional projec-
tions should be able to adjoin to the right and thereby occur in a clause final position. This is 
not the case, however.  

(26) a.*/??[[Weil sie Fehler machen werden] sehr oft noch] ist der Ausgang ungewiss 5 

      ‘since they errors   make      will      very often still    is   the outcome uncertain’ 

 b. [Weil sie noch sehr oft Fehler machen werden] ist der Ausgang ungewiss 

‘since they still very often errors   make      will        is   the outcome uncertain’ 

The adverbs in (26) have been chosen on purpose from the semantic class of adverbs that can 
appear in English both in the intermediate as well as in the final position (cf. 24b). Adjunction 
theories predict ceteris paribus a symmetric distribution of adverbials with respect to left and 
right adjunction (see 25). In addition they predict for right adjunction that the c-command 

                                                           
4  After-thought constructions with comma-intonation are ignored here. These are juxtapositions, that is, paratac-
tic. 
 
5  (26a) is unacceptable irrespective of the order among the extraposed adverbials, that is, the order ‚noch sehr 
oft‘ does not improve the judgement. 
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relations can be read off from right to left, and from left to right for left adjunction. In the rest 
of this section, this will be shown to be unsatisfactory for empirical reasons. 

The various adjunction analyses proposed in the literature differ in the details of the adjunc-
tion sites. May (1985) and Kayne (1984) assume postverbal adverbials to be adjoined to the 
VP (27a). Ernst (1994) claims that adverbials are VP-internal, but they are structurally supe-
rior to the arguments in a binary, left-branching V-projection (27b). The opposite option – an 
analysis of adverbs as structural complements –  has been introduced by Larson (1988) and 
taken up by Stroik (1990): They  assign postverbal  adverbs to the most deeply embedded 
positions in a V-projection (27c) consisting of VP shells. 

(27) a. [Vmax [Vmax ...] Adv] 

 b. [Vmax [V’ [V’ V° DP] Adv] Adv] 

 c. [Vmax ... [V° Adv]]  

In addition to the pure adjunction analyses there are also mixed versions, combining adjunc-
tion and complementation. Pesetsky (1995) proposes a dual structure hypothesis with adjunc-
tion (‘layered structure’) on one structural representation and complementation (‘cascading 
structure’) on the other. Stroik (1996:66) reserves the complementation type (27c) for tempo-
ral and locative modifiers and the adjunction type for manner and reason adverbials, which he 
assumes to be adjoined to VP and AGRS-P, respectively. What this wealth of proposals indi-
cate at least is that the grammar of adverbials is still insufficiently understood and that an un-
controversial insight has not yet been achieved. 

The main obstacle seems to be grounded in the empirical evidence: The cumulative evidence 
produced by constituency diagnostics for adverb positions is inconsistent, even for the very 
same sentence. This led Pesetsky (1995) to the conclusion that the inconsistency is part of the 
system and not a sign of imperfect grammatical analysis. He notes that VP-fronting suggests a 
layered structure for a sentence like (28a), indicated in (28b), on the evidence of (28d): The 
fact that the fronted VP can strand adverbial PPs implies that the stranded PP c-commands the 
base position of the fronted VP. This is fulfilled if the PP is adjoined (28b). In this case, the 
VP does not contain the adverbials and the anaphor is not c-commanded by its antecedent. 
But, since the anaphor in (28a) is successfully bound, and since the c-command requirements 
for this anaphor binding require a hierarchical structure, a structure as indicated in (28c) must 
be assigned to (28a): In this case, the domain of the anaphor contains the adverbial PPs. 
Hence the contradiction. 

(28) a. He gives the book to themi in the garden on eachi others birthday 

 b. He [[[gives the book to themi] in the garden] on eachi others birthday] 

 c. He [gives the book to themi [in the garden [on eachi others birthday]]]  
 d. and [[give the book to themi]  in the garden] he did on eachi others birthday 

Evidently, (28b) and (28c) are different and  incompatible. As Phillips (1999 sect.2) remarks, 
“the most widespread response to constituency conflicts is to question the assumptions about 
the tests which lead to the contradiction”. For instance, the premise that c-command is at the 
basis of the binding patterns has been questioned.6 Another reaction is to weaken the con-
straints on phrase structure. Pesetsky (1995) gives up the premise that there is a unique phrase 
structure representation of a syntactic expression. The conflict does not arise if the conflicting 
evidence is assigned to different phrase structures for one and the same expression.  

                                                           
6  Barrs & Lasnik (1986), Jackendoff (1990), or Ernst (1994), to name proponents, propose precedence plus m-
command instead of c-command. 
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I am sympathetic with Phillips’ (1999) position that there is no need for a grammarian’s ca-
pitulation in the face of the very existence of conflicting evidence, but need for additional 
effort to invest into a better understanding of the factors that produce these apparent conflicts. 
Some conflicts are easy to resolve, some are more recalcitrant. Let us start with easy ones. A 
conflict is easy to resolve if it rests on an assumption that can be identified as incorrect. The 
hard ones are those that require more far reaching measures and significant backtracking on 
the way to a more adequate theory of grammar. 

It is well known for a variety of dependency relations that in the English VP an element to-
wards the left behaves as if it c-commands an element on its right, and not vice versa. Barss & 
Lasnik (1986) reviewed this property for double object constructions involving binding of 
reflexives, bound variable anaphora, negative polarity licensing, weak crossover, and superi-
ority. These data form the empirical basis for Larson’s (1988) VP-shell account of double 
object constructions. Jackendoff (1990) adds an extensive overview of other double comple-
ment constructions. Haider (1992) and Kayne (1994) developed general theoretical frame-
works – restrictions against  projections with layering to the right –  that covers and predicts 
Larson´s approach as a special case. The grammar of adverbials, in particular of post-verbal 
adverbials in VO-languages, has not yet been explored in depth within these framework, and 
the challenge is evident: If postverbal adverbials are adjoined on the right hand side of a VP 
or a higher projection, theories that strictly forbid to target adjoined positions to the right 
could be maintained any longer. 

Let us recapitulate: VP-fronting seems to be handled best with adverbials adjoined to VP. C-
command sensitive relations (reflexive binding, bound variable interpretation, negative polar-
ity licensing),7 however, are handled best if adverbials are embedded in the VP and c-
commanded by the objects. Furthermore, scope data (see Ernst 1994, Pesetsky 1995, Stroik 
1996) have been taken as motivation for a VP-structure with adjunction. 

(29) a. He plays quartets in foreign countries on weekends 

 b. He plays quartets on weekends in foreign countries  

Pesetsky (1995:233) states that “if there is any difference in the scope of modification, the PP 
to the right has wider scope.” This would accord with rightward is upward, but there is an-
other interpretation available as well.8 Phillips (1999 sect. 4.5) notes that arguments based on 
sentences like (29) fail to control for an essential intervening factor, namely focus. He claims 
that “once this effect is controlled for, which can be done by adding a third adverbial, we find 
that the strong right-to-left scope preference seen among the first two adverbials [in (29] no 
longer obtains.” 

(30) a. Sue kissed him willingly many times (in front of the boss) 
 b. He plays quartets in foreign countries on weekends (at the height of the season) 

According to Phillips, in (30a) the reading with left to right scope is much easier to obtain if 
there is a third adverbial that follows and bears the stress than without it, although right-to-left 
scope is still available. And in (30b) there is no longer a strong preference to interpret the 
playing of quartets in foreign countries as restricted to weekends. If focus were indeed the 

                                                           
7 See Pesetsky (1995:161f.) for extensive illustration. 
 
8  The scope data are not as clear cut as the literature would like to have them. In the following example, the 
additive adverbial again has wide scope over the frequency adverbial every sunday:  
i) This year, he will sit again in the first row every sunday 
This indicates that for postverbal adverbials sope relations and order relations cannot be consistently reduced to 
c-command relations in an adjunction analysis. 
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crucial intervening factor, scope data would be no longer in conflict with the dependency data 
above.9 However, Ernst (forthc.) insists that the focus cases are only a subset of right-to-left 
scope cases. 10  

Another case of conflict that is fairly easy to remove is based on a set of data that led Stroik 
(1996:66) to the striking conclusion11 that manner and reason adverbials are right-adjoined to 
the VP and AGRsP, respectively, while time and location adverbials are VP-internal. His di-
agnostic tool is antecedent contained deletion (ACD): 

(31) a. When did Mary read Lou everything Bill did  (ambiguous) 

 b. Where did Mary read Lou everything Bill did  (ambiguous) 

 c. Why did Mary read Lou everything Bill did  (unambiguous) 

 d. How did Mary read Lou everything Bill did  (unambiguous) 

The important fact is the difference in readings available for (31a,b) on the one hand and 
(31c,d) on the other. Unlike (31a,b), according to Stroik (1996: 57), sentences (31c,d) have no 
readings in which the wh-adverb modifies both of the predicates: the “why” adverb in (31c) 
applies only to Mary’s reasons for readings, not to Bill’s; and the “how” adverb in (31d) 
modifies only the matrix verb. This observation may be correct, but the conclusion based on 
this datum is not compelling. Stroik’s (1996:59) account rest on the ECP12-effect, on the as-
sumption that the traces of the empty operators construed with when and where – in a Larson 
& May (1990) style of QR-analysis of ACD – in which the matrix VP is copied into the 
empty VP at LF) are VP-internal and thereby head-governed, whereas the traces in (31c,d) are 
ungoverned and thus in violation of the ECP.  

If Stroik were correct, his ECP-account would predict island effects for constituents following 
manner adverbs but not for time and location adverbs, which is incorrect (32a-c).   

(32)a. *Which womani did Ray say yesterday [that Kay saw ei]  ? 

 b.*Which painteri did he look yesterday [at the pictures of ei] ? 

 c. Which painteri did he look carefully [at the pictures of ei] ?  

(32a) is discussed by Aoun & Hornstein & Lightfoot & Weinberg (1987: 544n) and (32c,d) 
by Costa (1998:32f.). The contrast in (32) and especially the grammaticality of (32c) is not 
expected if the manner adverbial is higher in structure than a time or locative adverbial.  

Furthermore, Stroik’s claim for English would imply that the base order for preverbal adver-
bials in OV-languages should be manner before time/locative, since the order in English can-
not be an idiosyncrasy of English but the reflex of a general  condition with the specific hier-

                                                           
9  What is still left unaccounted for is the order preference. Postverbal adverbials are preferentially ordered time 
before location, whereas preverbal adverbials tend to come in the inverse order.   
 
10  According to Ernst,  sentences i) and ii) are ambiguous. In one reading the clause final adverbials get wide 
over the preceding ones, even without focal stress or intonation break 
   i) They almost got hit again 
  ii) The patrol intentionally returned on Tuesday 
 
11  It is striking because of its implication for serialization. The base order for postverbal adverbials should be 
time/locative before manner, which is not the case (cf. Quirk et als 1985: 565).  
 
12  In either version of the ECP, that is, the conjunctive formultation of  ECP (A trace must be antecedent gover-
end and head-governed) or in the disjunctive formulation (A trace must be antecedent goverend or head-
governed). 
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archy as its result. In German, however, manner adverbials are the lowest in the VP, without 
any doubt. 

(33) a. Er hat heute gut geschlafen? 

    ‘he has today well slept’ 

 b.*/??Er hat gut heute geschlafen? 

 c. Er hat hier völlig versagt 

    ‘he has here completely failed’ 

 d. */?? Er hat völlig hier versagt 

The contrast in (31) can be accounted for without appeal to the ECP. It reflects a constraint on 
dependency relations for wh-elements that can be observed best with wh-in-situ constructions, 
sometimes misleadingly subsumed under superiority cases. 

(34) a. What did he buy where/when/*why/*how? 

 b. Was hat er wo/wann/warum/wie gekauft 

      what has he where/when/why/how bought 

 c. *Wie hat er es warum gekauft? 

       how has he it why bought? 

In Haider (1997d), two conditions are identified: First, wh-adverbials of a higher semantic 
type (i.e. reason and manner) cannot depend on each other. This rules out (34c), but allows 
(34b). Secondly, higher adverbials must c-command (the trace of) the tensed verb. This rules 
out (34a), if the manner and reason adverbials are VP-internal, but allows (34b).13 In the ACD 
case, the empty operator that binds the wh-trace in the empty VP is dependent on the overt 
wh-element. But in the case of why and how this dependency is ruled out for the same reason 
that rules out (34c), namely the constraints against in-situ licensing of a higher order wh-
quantifier by a higher order wh-element in Spec-C. 

Stroik´s (1996:61f.) second set of data for his analysis consists of scope interactions between 
wh-moved operators and in-situ quantifiers. In Stroik’s view, the scope ambiguity of (35a) in 
contrast with the unambiguity in (35b,c) corroborates the choice of structure he used for the 
ACD-account. If the extraction site of the wh-phrase is in the c-command domain of a quanti-
fier a scope ambiguity arises: The scope of an operator is its c-command domain. The wh-
element c-commands the quantifier in its surface position, but is c-commanded by the quanti-
fier in its base position.14 

(35) a. When/where did Mary read Lou everyone’s poem  (ambiguous) 

 b. How/why did Mary read everyone the poem  (unambiguous) 

 c. Whose poem did Mary read Lou every day/everywhere (unambiguous) 

The ambiguity of (35a) and the non-ambiguity of (35c) follow, if the base position of the ad-
verbial is c-commanded by the object. And so does, in Stroik’s opinion, (35b) if the adver-
bials are not in the c-command domain of the argument. But there is also another possible 
interpretation for the lack of ambiguity of examples like (35b), discussed in (1997d): Higher 
                                                           
13  In V-final finite clause, the position of the finite verb is the in-situ-position, i.e. the head position of the VP 
(see Haider 1997 for detailed argumentation). 
 
14  This is a paraphrase of Aoun  & Li’s (1993) scope principle: An operator A may have scope over an operator 
B iff A c-commands B or an A‘-element coindexed with B. 
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order wh-operators are interpreted only in positions that c-command the head of the projec-
tion they are applied to. If, as Stroik assumes, the manner adverbial is right-adjoined, this 
condition would be met, but if it is VP-internal, as is assumed here, and the lexical verb is in a 
higher VP-shell, the wh-adverbial must be interpreted in its A’-position. A comparison with 
German corroborates this assumption. 

(36) a. Welches Problemi hast du jedem ei erklärt?  (ambiguous)  

     which problem have you everyone explained 

 b. Warumi hast du ei jedem dieses Problem erklärt? (unambiguous) 

      why have you everyone this problem explained 

 c. Wiei hast du jedem dieses Problem ei erklärt? (ambiguous) 

      how have you everyone this problem explained 

 d. Wasi hast du ihr jeden Abend/an jedem Ort ei erklärt ?  (ambiguous) 

      what has you her every evening/at every location explained 

The crucial fact for the present discussion is (36c). This type of sentences is ambiguous in 
German. The base position of the adverbial in German c-commands the head of the projec-
tion, hence it is a possible position for the semantic evaluation of the wh-adverbial. This posi-
tion is in the scope of the quantified object though, whence its wide scope. Semantic evalua-
tion in the fronted position yields wide scope for the wh-element. (36b) is unambiguous, as 
expected, because the quantified object is lower than the base position of the adverbial. The 
same situation holds for (36a). In (36d) ambiguity is predicted, since there is a licit position 
for the adverb c-commanding the object position.  

The difference between (36b,c) has a counterpart in English. Stroik (1996:65) noted the fol-
lowing contrast (37a,b) as support for differentiating the adjunction sites for the two adver-
bials involved. Obviously, in (37a) the adverbial not in the scope of negation but in (37b) it is. 

(37) a. Why did he read noone anything [ei] 

 b.*How did [ei] he read noone anything  

  c.  He [read noone anything completely] 

d.  He therefore [read noone anything] 

This contrast follows immediately if the base position for a manner adverbial is VP-internal, 
hence within the scope of negation. Reason adverbials, on the other hand may occur in higher 
positions. The angled brackets indicate the trace positions assumed by me. The non-wh ver-
sions are illustrated in (37c,d).15 

In sum, despite of claims to the contrary, the scope data fall in line with the dependency data 
discussed above and call for an analysis in which ‘to the right’ implies towards the bottom of 
a projection and not towards the roof. This leaves the VP-movement data unaccounted for. 
But this need not be taken as a sign of inconsistency,  if one adopts a point of view as devel-
oped by Phillips (1999, sect. 4.2), which will be sketched briefly below.  
                                                           
15 Quirk et als (1985:574n) note the following contrast: 

i) Casually she greeted the stranger –    Casually, she did not greet the stranger 
ii) She greeted the stranger casually 
iii) Slowly, the nun walked up the hill - *Slowly, the nun did not walk up the hill 

The appropriate interpretation for the adverbial in ii) is manner, but the adverbial in i) is a subject related event-
modifying one (see Quirk et al. 1985: 573). Since the latter interpretation is not available for iii), the manner 
interpretation requires a trace in the scope of negation, whence the unacceptability.  
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Phillips defends an incrementality hypothesis of structure derivation: Syntactic structures are 
built incrementally from left to right, i.e. in the order in which the terminal elements are pro-
nounced (see Phillips 1999, sect.1). So, a constituency test may refer to only those strings that 
are constituents at the point in the incremental derivation when the test applies (= Phillips’ 
prediction 1). Contradictions between constituency tests can arise only when those tests apply 
at different stages in the derivation (= prediction 2). The following example (38a) serves to 
illustrate how the apparent conflict between the assumption of a right branching VP and the 
evidence from VP-topicalization, notably the well-formedness of (38b,c) are reconciled under 
this approach. 

(38) a. He will [givei books [ei to them [ei in the garden [ei on each others birthday]]]]]  

 b. and [give books to them] he did in the garden on each others birthday 

 c. and [give books to them in the garden]]] he did on each others birthday 

  d. [IP [VP Give books to them] [IP he [I’ did  # 

 e. [IP [VP Give books to them [[IP he [I’ did [VP  give books to them # 

 f. Give books to them he did give books to them in the garden on each others birthday 

In (38a), the minimal constituent that contains the main verb contains everything contained in 
the VP because the verb c-commands everything to its right in a right-branching VP, as indi-
cated by the bracketing in (38a). The crucial phases of the derivation of (38b) are given in 
(38d-f): (38d) shows the structure at the point in the derivation when the fronted VP-material, 
the subject and the auxiliary has been built. Note that the fronted VP is a well-formed VP-
constituent. (38e) is the result of copying the VP into its underlying position, in which theta-
role assignment is possible. Finally, in (38f) the stranded PPs are added to, that is structurally 
integrated into, the reconstructed VP. “This creates a structure in which the anaphor in the 
second PP is appropriately c-commanded by its antecedent. It also has the effect of destroy-
ing the constituency of the copied VP, but this is unproblematic, because the chain was cre-
ated by constituent copying at the point at which it was created.” (Philipps 1999, sect 4.2). 
The resulting structure is that of (38a). This example is representative of apparent constitu-
ency conflicts that arise when partial VP-fronting is used as a constituency test.  

Once this approach has been fully explored and shown to be correct, the discrepancy between 
the results from c-command sensitive relations and the results from movement tests will have 
vanished. The convergent structure is a right-branching VP. This eliminates the adjunction 
structures for postverbal adverbials in VO languages. What is still open is the question of the  
mirror image order for post- and preverbal adverbial sequences, respectively. This issue will 
be tackled in section (5). In the rest of this section, additional evidence will be provided in 
support of the incrementality hypothesis (IH). The evidence comes from a long-standing 
problem of partial VP topicalization in German (see Haider 1990), which for the first time 
finds a solution. 

3.3 An excursus in support of the incrementality hypothesis 
The problem was this: Topicalized VPs with extraposed material are ill-formed if they are 
reconstructed into the position of the extraction site. PP-objects, for instance, may be ‘extra-
posed’. (39a) is the result of topicalization of a VP with an extraposed PP. However, a VP 
with extraposition is ungrammatical in the base position (see 39b). So there is no well-formed 
constituent to start with. 

(39) a.  Gesprochen mit ihr hat er nicht mehr  

       spoken           to her  has he  not  any-more 
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 b.*daß er nicht mehr gesprochen mit ihr hat 

      that he not any-more spoken to her has 

 c. daß er nicht mehr gesprochen hat mit ihr 

A potential excuse for the missing base order (39b) could be V-raising: It might be suspected 
that the order (39b) does not occur because of obligatory V-raising. In this case the verbs 
would end up head adjoined to the finite verb in the higher VP or, for others, in a functional 
head to the left of the VP. But in this case, (40c) would be predicted to be grammatical, which 
is not the case.  In (40a), the extraposed relative is clause final. (40b) shows that the fronted 
VP is a possible extraposition site. If this VP is reconstructed in its base position and the verb 
would have raised, the extraposed relative clause would end up in between the second DP and 
the sequence of verbs at the end. This  position is ungrammatical. So, raising cannot be the 
intervening factor. 

(40) a. daß er jenen etwas gegeben hat, die ihn darum gebeten haben 
b. [jenen etwas gegeben die ihn darum gebeten haben] hat er noch nie 

c.* daß er jenen etwas ei  die ihn darum gebeten haben [gegeben hat]i 

What this indicates, too, is that the ‘copy’ of the topicalized VP is not necessarily identical 
with the topicalized VP. Otherwise (39a) and (40b) would be ungrammatical. This is con-
firmed by the contrasts in (41), whose original observation is due to Freidin (1986) and Le-
beaux (1988): A referential expression inside the complement of a fronted NP induces a prin-
ciple C violation when a coindexed NP c-commands the extraction site (41a,c). 

(41) a. *The remarkable proof of Fermati’s conjecture hei could not fit in the margin 

 b.  The remarkable conjecture in Fermati’s book  hei did not expect to raise much interest 

 c. *Den vollständigen Beweis von Fermatsi Vermutung hatte man ihmi nicht zugetraut 

 d.  Den Druckfehler in Fermatsi Beweis hatte man man ihmi verheimlicht 

Phillips (sect. 4.1.2) assumes that the ‚copy‘ of the fronted constituent that is created in the 
theta position consist only of the lexical head and its complement.16 Accordingly, the adjuncts 
in (41b) and (41d) are not part of the copy, whence the immunity of adjunct contained ele-
ments against a principle C effect. This cannot be entirely correct, however, since comple-
ment clauses of topicalized VPs do not trigger a principle C-violation: 

(42) a. [Erklärt, wie man Maxi helfen wolle]j hat man ihmi nicht ej 

      explained how they Max help wanted have they him not 

      ‘They did not explain him how they wanted to help Max’ 

 b. [(So) geholfen, (wie Maxi das wollte)]j hat man ihmi nicht ej 
       so helped as Max it wanted have they him not 

      ‘They did not help him the way Max wanted it’       

A possible solution of the reconstruction problem is suggested in Haider (1990): The copy is 
generated by reconstructing the head and projecting is unsaturated A-structure. Thus, the dis-

                                                           
16  Phillips assumes that NPs are leftbranching and that adjuncts are right-adjoined to the NP. This is inconse-
quent. The N-projection is just like the V-projection a head-initial projection. The principles for the internal 
structure of a projection cannot be category specific. In Haider (1992, 1992a ) it is argued that the complex N-
projection just like any other complex head-initial projection consist of a right-branching shell structure (see the 
following section). 
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crepancy between the structure of the fronted VP and the well-formedness requirements at the 
reconstruction site is captured: Since the reconstructed VP is not identical with the fronted 
VP, the results of application of the well-formedness constraints are not identical. 

The following section reviews adnominal attributes and adverbials in subsentential constitu-
ents in order to emphasize the parallels. These parallels ought to be captured by the very same 
system that accounts for the adverbials in sentence structure, otherwise a generalization is 
missed, namely the generalization, that the order patterns are identical. These data are a cru-
cial body of empirical evidence for the claim that the grammar of adverbial should be built on 
two premises, namely adjunction plus semantic interface conditions. 

 

4. Attributive and adverbial phrases in subsentential domains 
The order and interpretation of adnominal attributes has close parallels to the corresponding 
grammatical features of adverbials. The example in (13), repeated for convenience under (43) 
illustrate that the relative order is the same for adjectival attributes (43a), adverbial modifiers 
of APs (43b), and of VPs (43c). 

(43)a. die gestrigen rechtzeitigen mehrfachen gründlichen Durchsuchungen der Räume 
     the of-yesterdayAGR timelyAGR repeatedAGR thoroughAGR searches of the rooms 

 b. die [gestern rechtzeitig mehrfach gründlich durchsuchten] Räume 
     the [yesterday timely    repeatedly thoroughly searched]     rooms 

 c. Man hat die Räume gestern rechtzeitig mehrfach gründlich durchsucht 
     they have the rooms yesterday timely repeatedly thoroughly searched 

If an alternative order is deviant in one context, it is deviant in the other contexts as well. This 
indicates that the order is crosscategorially invariant, because it is interpretation dependent, 
that is, conditioned by the syntax-semantic interface. 

(44) a. ?? die gründlichen gestrigen Durchsuchungen 
         the thoroughAGR of-yesterdayAGR searches  

 b. ?? die gründlich gestern durchsuchten Räume 
         the thoroughly yesterday searched rooms 

 c. ?? Man hat die Räume gründlich gestern durchsucht 
          they have the rooms thoroughly yesterday searched 

(44) illustrates the order relations between time and manner adverbials and the corresponding 
attributive modifiers, and (45) the order of modifiers of the referential variable of the event or 
the denotation of the NP and a frequency denoting modifier. 

(45) a.  der angebliche dreifache Mörder 
      the allegedAGR threefoldAGR murderer  

 b.*der dreifache angebliche Mörder  
             the threefoldAGR allegedAGR murderer 

c. Er hat angeblich  dreifach gemordet 
he has allegedly threefold murder 

 d. *Er hat dreifach angeblich gemordet 
 he has threefold allegedly murdered 
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The preverbal adnominal modifiers are restricted to heads with agreement, i.e. adjectives and 
participles. All other modifiers are postnominal. C-command sensitive relations indicate that 
the structure of the N-projection is similar to a head initial V-projection: It is right-branching.  

(46) a. die [Witzej [des Mannesi [Nj über sichi]]] 
     the jokes (of) the manGen about himself 

b. die [Geschenkej [fast jedesi Kindes [Nj für seinei Eltern]]] 
     the presents (of) almost each childGen for his parents 

 c. die [Unterschriftenj [mindestens zweier Beamter [Nj auf fast jedem Dokument]]]   
     the signatures (of) at least two officialsGen on almost each document 

 d. die [Konzertej [fast jedes Wochende [Nj in mindestens zwei Städten]]] 
     the concerts almost each weekend in at least two cities 

In (46a) a reflexive is bound by the preceding DP. (46b) is a case of bound variable anaphor. 
The preceding quantified DP binds the variable in the PP modifier. (46c,d) illustrate scope 
relations. In both examples the final constituent is in the scope of the preceding one. (46d), for 
instance can be paraphrased as follows: concerts that take place such that for almost each 
weekend there is one in at least two cities. These patterns math those in the V-projection and 
follow straightforwardly from the right-branching structure indicated in (46). 

 
5. Order and compositionality 
The section heading names the problem that has yet eschewed an insightful account. If right 
adjunction is ruled out, inverse order patterns are unexpected. In fact, the preverbal patterns in 
OV-structures should be identical with the postverbal ones in VO-structures, since it is only 
the position of the head that differs: In OV-projections, the head remains in the foot position 
of the projection while in a head- initial VP the verb is the head of a head chain starting in the 
foot position. The order of arguments, namely subject < indirect object < direct object, is the 
same for OV and VO.  Why is the adverbial order different? The order is different because the 
inversely ordered postverbal adverbials are extraposed. 

Compositionality (cf. Janssen 1997) is the other issue. In the most straightforward conception 
of the syntax-semantic interface, each node in the syntactic structure should be paired with  
the value of a semantic construction rule applied to this node. In other words, each subcon-
stituent corresponds to an independent semantic substructure.  So, the question is raised again: 
Why is the adverbial order different, even if the interpretation of the adverbial relative to the 
domain it modifies is the same ? 

The answer I propose is based on two claims: First,  ‘higher’ adverbials in their postverbal 
positions are indirectly licensed elements. They are – in other words – elements in the extra-
position domain. Nevertheless they are VP-internal. Second, the extraposition domain is not 
structurally compositional. Compositionality in this subdomain is a function of  linear incre-
mentality. Odd though this paragraph may read, there is good evidence for these claims: 

In Haider (1992, 1993, 1997a), it is pointed out that the order contrast in (47a,b) holds for VO 
and OV languages. The contrast seems to have escaped prior notice. This is curious since in a 
widely accepted analysis due to Reinhart (1983), (47a) was predicted to be ungrammatical 
and not (47b), because relative clauses were claimed to be adjoined higher than complement 
clauses. So the relative clause in (47) ought to be clause final, and not the argument clause. 
One reason for Reinhart’s assumption was that principle-C effects affect argument clauses but 
not extraposed relative clauses. What has been overlooked is that the very same effect occurs 
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also when both types of clauses are present simultaneously (see 47c). The order in (47c) is 
evidently incompatible with the assumption that a relative clause is adjoined higher than an 
argument clause. For a more detailed analysis of the differences I refer to Haider (1992, 
1993). For the present purpose it is sufficient if it is granted that the complement clause and 
therefore also the preceding relative clause is in the c-command domain of the object.17 

(47) a.  It struck a grammarian last month [who analyzed it] [that this clause is grammatical] 

  b.*It struck a grammarian last month [that this clause is grammatical] [who analyzed it] 

 c.  Someone had told himi [who Johni had not met  before] [that John*i was in danger] 

Let us analyze now the structure of  clauses like those in (47) with respect to bottom-up com-
positionality. The structure of (47c) is indicated in (48). The relative clause is sandwiched in 
between two argument expressions. The minimal syntactic constituent that contains both the 
relative clause and the complement clause does not correspond to an entity of a semantic rep-
resentation that integrates both clauses. The semantic integration of the relative clause re-
quires access to its nominal antecedent.18   

(48)  Someone had [VP toldj [himi [ ej [who Johni .....] [ej [that John*i was in danger]]]]] 

A related case of discontinuity in English is discussed in Haider (1997b). In a clause with 
both a subject related depictive predicate and an object related one, the former follows the 
latter (49). Bound variable anaphora (50a) and negative polarity licensing (50b) confirms that 
the predicate is indeed in the c-command domain of the object, hence VP-internal (see Kayne 
1994:71). 

(49) a.  He ate the fish raw drunk c.  He ate the fish raw himself 

      b.*He ate the fish drunk raw d.*He ate the fish himself raw 

(50) a. He left everyi party [angry at the person who had organized iti] 

 b. He left nonei of the parties [anyi more unhappy than he usually is]  

Again, there is no immediate compositionality: The minimal constituent that contains the two 
predicates consists of the two predicates plus the empty verbal head. This constituent  does 
not correspond to an independent semantic substructure of the clause. In a bottom-up perspec-
tive, the semantic integration of the predicates cannot be accomplished without the arguments 
the predicates are related to. So, the italicized part in (51) cannot be immediately integrated 
semantically.  

(51) [Vn atei [the fish [ei [raw [[V° e]i  drunk]]]]]  

With this in mind, the prejudice that a well-formed syntactic structure must be mapped node 
by node in a bottom-up procedure onto an immediately interpretable semantic representation 
becomes less forceful. The perspective opened by Phillips (1999) seems to be more reward-
ing: Syntactic structures are built incrementally, that is, in a process that follows the order of 

                                                           
17 Arguments against the idea that the object clause is adjoined and that principle C is applied in the base posi-
tion of the clause are put forth in Haider (1994, 1995, 1997c). Reconstruction is not a viable move since in the 
clear cases reconstruction does not feed principle C (cf. v.Riemsdijk & Williams (1981) on anti-crossover ef-
fects): 
i) *I told himi more than once that Johni should be more careful 
ii) That Johni should be more careful I had told himi more than once 
 
 
18  It is the position of the antecedent that matters for the computation of principle C-effects. The c-command 
domain of the object pronoun contains the detached relative clause but not its antecedent.  
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phonetic presentation. Thus it corresponds to a left-to-right procedure if illustrated with a 
written expression in our European writing conventions.  

The next piece of the puzzle concerns a cross-linguistic issue: In OV-languages like German, 
preverbal adverbials are allowed in all categories. In VO-languages, on the other hand, the 
domain between the surface subject position and the VP-initial verb is not accessible for ad-
verbs freely, neither in terms of adverbial functions nor in terms of their syntactic structure. 

(52) a. daß sie ja jetzt in Salzburg wohnt19 

 b. that she now lives in Salzburg 

 c. daß sie ja seit letzter Wochen/ den ganzen Sommer in Salzburg wohnt 

 d.*that she since last week/ the whole summer lives in Salzburg  

 e.  daß sie ja seit sie pensioniert ist in Salzburg wohnt 

 f. *that she since she is pensioned lives in Salzburg 

Obviously there is a syntactic restriction against intermediate adverbials in VO-languages that 
is inoperative in OV-languages. The grammatical nature of this restriction is not essential for 
the present purpose.20 It is sufficient to realize that for adverbials the structural positions that 
directly match their semantic scope domains are not fully available in VO-languages for inde-
pendent reasons. As a consequence of this restriction, these adverbials occur in extraposed 
positions, or they are topicalized.  

It is instructive to note first that the order of the extraposed clauses is the same in English and 
in German. The adverbial clause precedes the argument clause. VP-topicalization (53c,d) de-
viates from this order for the following reason: the argument clause can be integrated imme-
diately, but not the adverbial clause. The latter needs to be linked to its appropriate domain: 
either it c-commands this domain or, if extraposed, it is contained in this domain. VP-
topicalization with time adverbials therefore fails to meet these requirements. The VP in its 
topicalized position is not in the domain of the tensed element and the adverbial does not c-
command the tensed element in (53d). 

(53) a. Hei might have asked herj when he met her whether she/(Mary*j) approves of it/(John*i) 

 b. Er hat sie wohl gefragt, als er sie traf, ob sie damit einverstanden sei (= 53a) 

 c. [VP Gefragt, ob sie damit einverstanden sei] hat er sie wohl als er sie traf 
      [asked whether she approves of it] has he she indeed when he met her 

 d. [VP Gefragt (??/* als er sie traf)] hat er sie wohl ob sie damit einverstanden sei 

                                                           
19  The English sentence below each of the German examples is also the translation. 
 
20  The close parallel with the restriction for adnominal atttributes in head-initial N-projections suggests that it is 
the reflex of an adjunction constraint. The crucial difference between head-initial and head-final projection in 
this respect is the canonical direction of structural licensing: In head-final projection, the head licenses to the left. 
So, leftadjoined elements are within the licensing domain of the head. In head-initial projections, on the other 
hand, left-adjoined element are not in the licensing domain of the head, because its licensing dierection is to the 
right. the latter ‚defect‘ seems to be compensated for with stricter structural requirements that amount to an adja-
cency requrement between the head of the adjoined phrase and the sister node on the projection line of the ad-
junction site. This is confirmed by the following contrast. Intermediate adverbials may be complex, but not if the 
extra material follows the head: 
i)   He ((much) more) often complained than anyone else – [More often than anyone else] he complained 
ii)*He more often than anyone else complained 
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The final prerequisite for the argument is the difference between manner adverbials and 
higher adverbials. Postverbal manner adverbials are not necessarily extraposed. This claim 
rests on the evidence that manner adverbials cannot be extraposed (54a,b), they do not trigger 
opacity effects (54c), that they must be postverbal if selected (54d), and that they can get a 
‘free ride’ by VP-topicalization (54e): 

(54) a.*It surprised her [CP that it rained] completely     

 b.*Sie hat gesungen, viel schneller 

      she has sung much faster 

 c.  Which painteri did he look carefully [at the pictures of ei] ? (see section 3.2) 

 d.*They (have) badly treated him –  They (have) treated him badly 

e. (..... and) [VP talk gently to him] she would indeed 

Now, we can proceed to propose an answer for the open question: What is the grammatical 
causality of the structure of postverbal adverbials in VO-languages with the two main conse-
quences: a. inverse order with repect to the order of preverbal adverbials in OV-languages; b. 
left-to-right c-command relations. The appropriate structure is apparently the by now familiar 
VP-shell structure with a left-branching projection (cf. Larson 1988, Haider 1992, Stroik 
1994), as in (55). 

(55)  The plane [VP arrivedi [uneventfully [ei  [at Tromsö [ei [by midnight]]]]]] 

 The first premise is that right adjunction is ruled out for principled reasons (see Haider 1992, 
1999). The second premise is that the admissible clause internal positions for adverbials are 
highly restricted (see Fn. 20). Hence, phrasal adverbials are ruled out in positions in between 
the functional subject position and the VP. These are the positions for adverbials in OV-
languages, however.  Finally, let us keep in mind the parallel between VO languages and VO 
languages: The extraposed adverbials as well as the preverbal adverbials in OV-languages  
occur in the domain of the verbal head.  

The inverse order is a function of the incrementality driven compositionality (see section 5), 
modulo headedness. In an OV-language, structural compositionality and incremental compo-
sitionality coincide: The immediate constituent of a head final projection that comes first is 
higher in the structure than the constituent that follows. So the relative order reflects the rela-
tive c-command relations and the semantic construction rules may be straightforwardly ap-
plied bottom up in the absolutely head final constructions.  In a head-first VP, however, there 
may be a subtree of the VP that is not structurally compositional, namely the extraposition 
domain. Nevertheless, the VP remains  incrementally compositional if the serialization of the 
items in the structurally non-compositional subtree mirrors the structurally compositional pre-
head order. This is a function of monotonic incrementality:  The semantically lower type do-
main must be addressed before the higher one. So, in the extraposition domain, the adverb 
that needs to be integrated into the lower domain must precede the adverbs that are integrated 
into higher type domains. 

In (56a), the extraposition domain as a structurally non-compositional subtree is enclosed in a 
box. The boxed constituents in (56) are subtrees in the ‚extraposition area‘.In an OV-
language, this area is clearly delimited by the overt verb-position. In a VO-language, it can be 
identified only indirectly as that area in which non-extraposable elements are ungrammatical. 
The English VP as a ‚complete functional complex‘ (Chomsky 1986) is top-down complete 
for arguments (56a). Top-down complete means that the arguments in a head initial projection 
are licensed  in a strictly local manner by the verbal head: 

(56) a. She [VP handedi [someone [[V° ei down] [something  [e [at the opera [e last night]] ]]]]]  
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 b. Sie reichtei jemandem etwas hinunter ei [in der Oper [e gestern Nacht]] 
     she handed   someoneDat somethingAcc down  in the opera         last night                 

The argument must be in a spec- or complement relation to the overt verb or its local trace. In 
(56a) the direct object is the complement of the local trace (and the adjoined particle), the 
indirect object the spec, and the subject (trace) is in the spec-position of the projection of the 
overt verb. The VP-shell structure is enforced as a grammatically licit way of compromising 
two conflicting demands in a strictly right-branching phrase structure for projections: Endo-
centricity of projections and directional licensing to the right (see Haider 1992, 1993, 1999). 
Since the licensing position of the head and its foot position cannot be identical in a complex 
head initial projection, a shell structure is required (see 57): 

In a head-final VP (58), the foot position is a licensing position for directional licensing to the 
left. So there is no trigger for a shell structure in head-final projections, except for the extra-
position area. The required substructure is identical for both types of projections. Its structure 
is identical with the bottom of (57). 

(57) head-initial VP: VP 
 2 

 V° → VP 
 2 

 4 V´ 

   2 

 V°  → VP 
   2 

 4 V´ 

   2 

  V°   → 4 

 

(58)  Head-final VP:  ..... VP 
 2 

 4 ← V´ 

  2 

 4 ←  V´ 

    2 

 4 ← V° 

The crucial feature for the extraposition subtree is the licensing property of the empty head, 
which differs in a crucial respect from the licensing property of a lexical head. A lexical head 
is a licenser and an identifier. It licenses a position and identifies it. The empty head in the 
exptraposition subtree is just a structural licenser. In other words, it guarantees endocentricity 
plus binary branching, and it must be structurally licensed by a lexical head itself. 

With this in mind, let us return to the order-by-incrementality issue: The relevant difference 
between OV and VO projections in this respect is the trivial fact that at the point when the 
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postverbal adverbials need to be structurally integrated, the VP proper is complete already. In 
the case of preverbal adverbials in an OV projection, the adverbials are integrated in an in-
crementally incomplete VP. The VP is incomplete for the trivial fact that at the point when the 
preverbal adverbials need to be structurally integrated the incremental generation of structure 
has not yet included the verb. So, the integration of the adverbials can go hand in hand with 
the generation of the c-command structure of the VP-proper, that is, subdomain following 
superdomain. In the case of the postverbal adverbials in a head-initial VP, however, the order 
is subdomain before superdomain, for the following reason: The VP proper is syntactically 
and semantically complete. Adverbials as modifiers are operators on the VP. So an operator 
that is in its semantic type superior to a lower operator applies after the lower operator if both 
operators follow the VP. In this way, incrementality in the extraposition domain produces the 
reverse order of the preverbal domain. 

The exact parallel can be observed in the N-projection. The order of attributive modifiers is 
syntactically free, but this freedom is, as is widely assumed, semantically constrained. As il-
lustrated in (59a), the preferred order for prenominal modifiers is, for instance, stage-level 
before individual level predicates. In the appositive construction (59b) with postnominal non-
agreeing modifiers, the order is the mirror image of the preverbal order. 

(59) a. [zahlreiche schwarze Perlen mit seidigem Glanz] besaß er auch  
numerousAgr blackAgr pearls with silky gloss owned he also 

b. [Perlen, schwarz, zahlreich, mit seidigem Glanz] besaß er auch 
             pearls, black, numerous with silky gloss owned he also 

Cinque (1994; see the literature cited there) discusses the following typological difference for 
adnominal modifier constructions, illustrated in (60): In Romance languages (60a,b), with 
pre- and postnominal positions for adjectival modifiers, agreement applies in both positions, 
and the prenominal and postnominal order is the same. In languages with rigid postnominal 
attributes (e.g. Indonesian, Thai), the order is mirrored (cf. 60c). In Cinque´s account, Ro-
mance postnominal attributes are derived by moving N° across the prenominal modifiers. 
Rigid postnominal modifiers are base generated in the postnominal position.  

(60) a. una bella grande palla rossa  
    a    beautiful big    ball     red   (order relation: evaluation < size < colour < N°) 

b. una pallai bella grande rossa ei 

 c. bola merah tjantik [Indonesian] 
       ball   big    beautiful 

 d. ma daam may [Thai] 
     dog black  big 

The parallel to the order relations within V-projections is obvious: The postverbal adverbials 
are base generated VP-modifiers. Being unselected, they are semantically integrated in a line-
arly incremental fashion. Correspondingly, the postnominal modifiers in (60c,d) are base gen-
erated, whereas the postnominal modifiers in Romance are pre-nominal ones that end up in 
apparent post-nominal positions as a consequence of head-movement. Hence the order re-
mains the same. The corresponding case for V-projections can be observed in languages like 
French with general V-to-I for finite verbs. This is a derivational source for preverbally gen-
erated adverbials to end up in a postverbal surface position: Rien ne vai plus ei.  
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6. Interfacing 
In detailed comparative studies based on German, English and French, Frey & Pittner (1999, 
1998), who propose an adjunction analysis for adverbials, provide ample evidence for their 
claim that there are distinct syntactic base domains for adverbials according to their semantic 
function: Frame and domain adverbials are higher than sentence adverbials (e.g. propositional 
attitude type), who c-command the base positions of event-related adverbials (e.g. time, 
cause). These minimally c-command the minimal complete A-projection of the verbal head. 
Event internal adverbials (e.g. locative, instrumental) are in the minimal c-command domain 
oft the argument they relate to. Process adverbials minimally c-command the verb. For ele-
ments of the same type class, the relative order is free. Other orders are analyzed as scram-
bling derivatives. A structurally fine grained grid for preverbal adverbials is part of Cinque’s 
spec-F approach, too. 

In either implementation, there is a kind of unsolved chicken and egg problem concerning the 
the interface question: Is the structural position of an adverbial that plays an essential role for 
the interpretation functions uniquely determined by autonomous structural constraints or is 
the structural position a function of the given semantic type in a given syntactic context? In 
other words: Does the syntax reserve unique positions for specific adverbial functions or is 
the surface position of an adverbial just a function of a semantically geared choice out of the 
potential positions in the syntactic structure of an expression?  But, even for the first option, it 
must be conceded that the relative hierarchy of the structural position for adverbials is ulti-
mately determined by their semantic function. So, the adverbial hierarchy is coded twice, 
namely first in the principles of syntactic structuring and second in the algorithm for the con-
struction of semantic representations. This is a case of unjustified redundancy. The basic al-
ternative is in Ernst’s (1984) wording one between a tight fit conception of the interface and a 
loose fit one. I shall advocate  the latter.  

For the study of interface effects it is instructive to check the relative and the absolute distri-
bution. As for the absolute distribution of adverbials with respect to their containing phrasal 
categories, there is a clear difference: DPs allow time, place, cause and manner, but not higher 
adverbials; see (61a) vs. (61b). APs on the other hand behave like verbal categories (62) in 
this respect.21 

(61) a.  der Überfall gestern im Park aus Übermut 
      the attack  yesterday in the park due to wantonness 

 b.*der Überfall zu meinem Bedauern/nach Angaben in den Protokollen (√ manner) 
       the attack       to    my       regret/ according to (the) statements  in the protocolls  

(61b) can neither convey the meaning that I regretted that the attack happened, nor that what 
happened must have been an attack, judged on basis of the details in the protocol. A manner 
interpretation – somewhat odd in this specific case, for pragmatic reasons – is possible for the 
latter adverbial in (61b): The attack happened the way protocols require it to happen. 

(62) a. der [zu meinem Bedauern unvermeidliche] Verlust 
     the  to      my       regret        unavoidable            loss 

 b. der [nach Angaben im Protokoll unvermeidliche] Verlust 
      the according to the statements in the protocoll unavoidable loss  

                                                           
21  Quirk et al. (1985:647) illustrate the same point: 

i) His frankly admitted mistakes were pardoned  (subject oriented manner adverbial) 
ii) His frankly extraordinary attitude dismayed his friends (sentence adverbial)  
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 c. der [in seinem Club sehr angenehme] Vorgesetzte  (as frame adverbial) 
     the in his club very pleasant superior 

The NP (inside the DP) obviously does not provide the right kind of semantic type for a 
higher adverbial to modify. They require expressions that are mapped on propositions. A DP 
or NP may refer to a propositional entity but it does not constitute a proposition.   

The relative distribution of adverbials with respect to other adverbials reflects an incremental-
ity principle of the syntax-to-semantics mapping (64): Adverbials can be sorted according to 
the sub-set relations of the semantic domains they modify (63a). The set inclusion relations in 
semantics correspond to syntactic c-command and domain inclusion relations (63b). The in-
clusion relations in (63a) are inclusion relations in the interpretation domain: A proposition is 
a specified event which in turn is a specified process/state. 

(63) a. Interpretation:  proposition (T)  ⊂  event (E)  ⊂  process/state (P) 

       b. Serialization:   [‘t-related’  [‘e-related’    [‘p-related’]]] 

(64) Interface criterion 

 Syntactic c-command domains are monotonically and incrementally mapped on seman-
tic type-domains.22 

Monotonic mapping forbids that a lower, i.e. less specified, type is addressed once the map-
ping procedure has targeted already a higher type. Incremental mapping requires that the 
mapping goes parallel with the syntactic incrementality. A consequence of (64) is (65):  

(65) Corollary: If an adverbial Ai is included in the c-command domain of an adverb Aj 
which is an attribute of a predicate Pm, and Ai is an attribute of a predicate Pn, then the 
type of Pn must be equal to or lower than the type of Pm. 

The examples in (66) are to illustrate what is stated above: In (66a), the t-related adverbial 
precedes the e-related one. The p-related manner adverbial is the lowest. (66b), becomes de-
viant, if the t-adverbial is placed into the domain of an e-adverbial. This follows from the in-
terface criterion: When the e-adverbial is semantically integrated, the e-domain, which is 
lower than the t-domain, is entered. When the incrementality driven construction process 
reaches the t-adverbial in (66b), the t-domain cannot be reopened again. So the interpretation 
crashes. Analogously in (66c), the p-domain would have to be opened before the incremental 
process reaches the e-adverbial. Therefore the following e-adverbial crashes. 

(66) a. Es hat vermutlich ja erst kürzlich jemand die Tür gewaltsam geöffnet   
  there has presumably PRT only recently someone the door violently opened  (PRT = particle) 

 b. Es hat erst kürzlich ja (??vermutlich) jemand die Tür gewaltsam geöffnet 
  there has only recently PRT  (presumably) someone the door violently opened (PRT = particle) 

 c. Es hat vermutlich ja (??/*gewaltsam) erst kürzlich jemand die Tür geöffnet 
  there has presumably PRT (violently) only recently someone the door opened  (PRT = particle) 

In this view, there is no structurally unique base position for a given adverbial. For adverbials 
there is more than one potential position (67a,b).23 As a consequence, order variation for ad-

                                                           
22  If the semantic representation is chosen to be a discourse representation structure (DRS; cf. Kamp & Reyle 
1993),  the mapping of c-command domains on DRS-domains becomes particularly transparent in  notation: 
‘box-command’ relations in DRT  are a subset of  c-command relations on the syntactic structure.  
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verbials can be treated as a base phenomenon. Scrambling is at issue only if the actual order 
deviates from the order required for the mapping of type domains (see 63). (67c) is a clear 
case of focus-scrambled manner adverbial (see Haider & Rosengren 1998). Focus scrambling 
fronts a phrase marked with focus stress. 

(67) a. Da hat ja soeben einer etwas ziemlich unverständlich erklärt 
     there has PRT just-now someone something rather incomprehensibly explained (PRT = particle) 

b. Da hat ja einer soeben etwas ziemlich unverständlich erklärt.  

 c. daß WIRKlich guti  ja bis jetzt kaum einer etwas ei erklärt hat 
      that really well PRT until now hardly anyone something explained (PRT = particle) 

      Until now, almost none has explained anything REally well 

This may suffice as an illustration. I am aware that a demonstration of the feasibility and suc-
cess of this approach would require a systematic and in-depth analysis of the major adverbial 
functions, which is beyond the scope of this paper. 

  

7. Summary of claims defended in the paper 
1. Adverbials are adjoined or embedded, depending on the relation to the head of the con-

taining phrase: They are adjoined if they precede the head of the containing phrase. They 
are embedded if they follow the head of the containing phrase. 

2. Adjunction and embedding is subject to an independent general restriction on projections: 
Projections are right branching. So, adjunction to the right is ruled out. 

3. The order pattern of adverbials in the extraposition domain is a function of linear incre-
mentality in a non-compositional subdomain. 

4. The relative order of adverbials is a reflex of an interface condition. In fact, the relative 
order patterns of adverbials are a special case of a more general phenomenon, viz. of the 
order patterns of non-selected modifiers (attributes, adverbials) that are conditioned by the 
same interface condition.  
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